FORMAL SHOES AND SOCKS

The Golden Rules

• The school shoes above are examples of the types of shoes students must have.
• School shoes must be entirely black and be able to be polished (no mesh, felt, canvas).
• Traditional school shoes must have laces and a tongue that offers protection up to the ankle.
• Boys can wear slip on leather shoes as long as they are fully black and protect up to the ankle.
• School shoes must not be ‘leather’ volleys or ballet flats or boots (or similar style shoe).

Not appropriate

1. Not entirely black and felt
2. Canvas, soles thin and protection not up to ankle
3. No laces and very thin soles
4. Soles are thin and offer little protection
5. Sports Shoe
6. Do not protect top of foot

We understand that choosing the correct school shoes for school can be difficult. This page is a guide to the expectations of our school in regards to school shoes. When we look at the appropriateness of shoes we look both at how they look and also the protection and support they provide to students.

We don’t want to dictate to parents what brand of shoe to buy, however we want to provide clarity around the features we want in the school shoes students wear to school. The ‘Golden Rules’ above and the pictures will assist you, however if you would like further clarification please contact the school.
SPORTS SHOES AND SOCKS

The Golden Rules

• Sports socks must be visible above the ankle line of the shoe.
• The sports shoes above are the types of shoes students must have.
• Sports shoes must be entirely black.
• Sports shoes must have laces and a tongue, that offer protection up to the ankle.
• Sports shoes must be able to be polished (eg no felt, canvas, mesh etc).
• Sports shoes must not be ‘leather’ volleys, ballet flats or boots (or similar style shoe).
• Sports shoes must have a solid vinyl or leather upper.
• Sports shoes must have a thick sole that provides protection to students.
• The formal school shoe should not be worn with the sports uniform.

Not appropriate

1. Canvas, soles thin and protection not up to ankle
2. Not entirely black (could be coloured in)
3. Soles are thin and offer little protection
4. Mesh on top
5. No laces and very thin soles
6. Not entirely black and felt

We understand that choosing the correct sports shoes for school can be difficult. This page is a guide to the expectations of the school in regards to sports shoes. When we look at the appropriateness of shoes we look both at how they look and also the protection and support they provide to students.

We don’t want to dictate to parents what brand of shoe to buy, however we want to provide clarity around the features we want in the sports shoes students wear to school. The ‘Golden Rules’ and the pictures will assist you, however if you would like further clarification please contact the school.

Students may bring specialist sports shoes to change into for sport sessions/HPE. However they must change back into the black shoes immediately after the lesson or sports session.